A novel composite right/left handed transmission line (CRLH TL) is proposed, for the first time using the Wunderlich-shaped dentiform capacitor and meandered-line short-circuited stub inductor (SSI). The CRLH TL features a larger value of C L and in turn a lower resonance relative to the previous one employing an interdigital capacitor and an SSI. The unique feature of the CRLH TL is applied to engineer a compact Butler matrix. Consistent numerical and measurement results of the matrix prototype centred at 1.8 GHz are shown. The Butler matrix with comparable performance is only 45% of the area that a conventional matrix occupies and can easily facilitate a planar integrated circuit.
Introduction: The fast development of modern wireless communication systems has pushed the demand for compact devices with high spectrum efficiency. A 4 × 4 Butler matrix, which has found broad applications in the beamforming network of multibeam smart antenna arrays, direction finding systems and multichannal amplifiers, is an attractive candidate owing to its multiple inputs and outputs with equal power distribution and constant phase relation. It typically consists of fixed phase shifters, hybrids and crossovers, which accounts for the large occupied area [1] . A survey of recent literature indicates that several techniques have been available concerning the compactness issue, e.g. a matrix by employing fractal geometry [2] , a slow-wave transmission line (TL) [3] and size reduced elements with eliminated crossovers [4] , realisation in a multilayer stripline [5] and the microstrip [6] technique, etc. Although these matrixes exhibited comparable size reduction, some virulent shortcomings appeared, e.g. the multi-fractal segments and discontinuous slowwave TL deteriorated the in-band performances to a great extent, the matrix with eliminated crossovers required an extensive optimisation of the hybrid, and the multilayer technique is always associated with a complicated design and fabrication process. Over the last decade, practical realisations and engineering applications of a composite right/left handed TL (CRLH TL) have generated considerable attention. However, for the left handed (LH) interdigital capacitor (IDC) C L was confined to a small value referring to the microstrip technology [7] . Moreover, neither matrix has been reported yet using the technique of CRLH TL. In this Letter we propose a compact 4 × 4 Butler matrix with comparable performances and a simple fabrication process based on a novel CRLH TL which has broken the bottleneck of small Fig. 1 Layout of CRLH cells based on proposed WDC/M-SSI (Fig. 1a) in conjunction with previous one using IDC/SSI (Fig. 1b) and corresponding equivalent circuit model (Fig. 1c) Note that dimensions of these cells are 9.6 mm and total footprints are kept the same. Width of Wunderlich dentiform fingers and spacing between them both are 0.2 mm, whereas 0.25 mm and 0.15 mm are for interdigital fingers. Width of meandered lines and spacing between them are 0.2 mm for M-SSI. Note that the number of finger pairs is five in both cases
Characterisation of novel CRLH TL: Fig. 1 shows the layout and corresponding equivalent circuit model of the proposed CRLH cell based on the Wunderlich-shaped dentiform capacitor (WDC) and the meanderedline short-circuited stub inductor (M-SSI). The layout of the previous CRLH cell using IDC and SSI [7] is also provided for convenience of comparison. The equivalent circuit model reproduced for good understanding is comprised of a LH inductance L L in parallel with a parasitic right handed (RH) capacitor C R , and a LH capacitor C L in series with a RH inductor L R . In this stage, a large C L is engineered by cutting a combination of two second-order Wunderlich fractal curves from a low-impedance rectangle patch, whereas L L is realised by an M-SSI terminated in a metallic via. L R is formed when current flows across the dentiform fingers and C R is fashioned between the parallel plates formed by the conductor strip and ground. The traditional long fingers coupling replaced by the current multi-dentiform short fingers coupling will be demonstrated as very beneficial to a large C L .
To characterise the advantages of the current CRLH cell over its previous counterpart, the MOM-based planar electromagnetic (EM) solver Ansoft Designer is chosen for extensive simulation. The CRLH cells shown in Fig. 1 in conjunction with the latter Butler matrix are built on ARLON microstrip substrate with dielectric constant of 2.2 and thickness of 1 mm. Here an improved S-parameters retrieval method is developed to extract circuit parameters. The extraction procedure consists of two steps. First, adopt an improved NRW method to retrieve the effective constitutive EM parameters [8] . Secondly, derive the circuit elements directly from the material parameters 1 eff and m eff . In the latter step, a revision to [9] is made based on the assumption that the equivalent circuit is unbalanced and should be treated as an inhomogeneous medium. Therefore, expressions of C L and L L are derived as
(1)
where Z 0a is the impedance of the air-filled microstrip line, h 0 is the freespace intrinsic impedance, d is the dimension of the CRLH cell, v se and v sh are corresponding to the angular resonances of the series and shunt branch, respectively. Fig. 2 compares the simulated full-wave S-parameters and extracted circuit parameters. It is obvious that the proposed structure exhibits a lower resonant frequency. The centre frequency characterised by 10 dB return loss is located in the vicinity of 1.84 GHz for the WDC/M-SSI-loaded cell, whereas the previous IDC/SSI-loaded one is centred at 3.06 GHz. Consequently, the proposed structure shrinks the operating frequency by a scale of 66.3%. A further inspection indicates that our CRLH cell exhibits a larger value of C L which is the direct consequence of the lower operating frequency. The resultant larger L R and C R of the proposed CRLH cell are due to the abundant fingers generated in the fractal implementation. A good agreement of S-parameters between EM simulation and the circuit model (characterised by circuit simulator Ansoft Serenade) has confirmed the retrieval method. The slight discrepancy is attributable to the undesired resonances of fingers and should be infinitely small when irrespective of those resonant effects. proposed, EM sim. proposed, circuit model frequency, GHz Fig. 2 Comparison of S-parameters between proposed and previous CRLH cells
Butler matrix design and illustrative results: The unique features of the electrically small CRLH cell can be applied to engineer a compact Butler matrix operating at 1.8 GHz. Since the cascaded multi-CRLH cells make the CRLH TL exhibit severe ripples in the transmission loss as a function of frequency, the crossovers and branch-line couplers (BLCs) are designed by full CRLH TLs realised by only one cell. Note that additional stubs are adopted in the matrix design for exact phase adjustment. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the fabricated prototype. It consists of two crossovers, two 458 phase shifters and four 3 dB/908 BLCs. The BLC occupies 50.4% of the area that the conventional BLC has, whereas the area proportion is 49% for the designed crossover. Consequently, the fabricated matrix, the occupied area of which is 109 × 119 mm 2 including the feeding line, obtains at least 55% size reduction relative to its conventional counterpart using the same substrate [1] . Figs. 4 and 5 show the measured return loss and insertion loss when port 1 and port 2 are excited, respectively. Referring to these Figures, the return loss is 27.8 dB and the average and maximum insertion losses are 7.6 and 8.7 dB at 1.8 GHz in the former case, whereas the return loss is 25.6 dB, and average and maximum insertion losses are 7.5 and 8.8 dB in the latter case. The transmission loss is comparable relative to [3] , the maximum loss of which at the centre frequency was larger than 10 dB. The phase deviation of the output ports relative to the ideal design (2458 and 1358) at 1.8 GHz are 5.98, 3.28, 1.88 when port 1 is excited, and 4.48, 3.78, 1.38 when port 2 is fed. The easier design procedure and fabrication process based on the printed circuit board (PCB) technique relative to [4 -6] should be highlighted. Conclusion: A new miniaturisation technique for the Butler matrix is developed based on the fractal concept of CRLH TL for the first time. The value of WDC is almost two times that of IDC, which has overcome the drawback of a relative small capacitor that the conventional microstrip IDC can afford. The compact matrix which can be easily integrated with planar antenna arrays exhibits a comparable performance, showing a potential application in providing a smart antenna for the wireless local area network (WLAN) system where miniaturisation is the major concern.
